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Set-Up Series: No.11

Shock Springs
What are ShockSprings?Shock springs are one
of key compnents when tuning your cars handling
and have a big effect on weight transfer, thus
handling whilst cornering. The spring 'pre-load' is
what determines ride height. The further down the
ride height adjuster screw collar is screwed
(clockwise), the higher your ride height will be - as
you unscrew (anti-clock), the ride height will become
lower. Youmust remember, the entire weight of your
car is supported by the springs and there are two
types of spring, Linear and Progressive.
A linear spring's tension will increase at the same
rate when the spring is compressed. A progressive
spring's tension will increase as the spring is
compressed. The initial rate will be similar to that of
a linear spring, however the spring will become
harder in the middle of the compression and at its
peak hardness at the end of the compression.
Springs are an extremely effective way to make
quick changes to the handling of your car, they have
ahuge influence on the handling capabilities andare
generally quick and easy to change.

Remember, when changing your shocks your ride
height will change. Shocks vary in size depending
on the hardness. You MUST adjust your ride
height when changing your shock springs.

In general Stiffer Springs can make the car more
responsive and change direction faster - it goes
where you tell it too! Stiffer springs are better for
high traction tracks (although if traction is
extremely high then a softer spring can help
allowing more body roll), tracks with tight corners
and those that are generally smoother.The car is
overall more responsive. When you go harder on
all springs you will lose a small amount of steering
due to less chassis roll. Harder springs can make
the car feel more stable but too hard and the car
will 'jump' over bumps rather than soak up the
bumps. Harder springs will heat the tyres more, so
be careful esecially in hot conditions. There is
also a higher chance of traction roll in high grip
conditions. Car can be difficult to control due to
fast steering input.

Softer springs are preferred on bumpy tracks and
those that are large and more open. A slightly
softer spring can make the car feel a little more
grippy in low-grip conditions (although the spring
needs to be hard enough to ensure the weight
transferred is not being lost as you need pressure on
the rear tyre for grip), but be aware, a car where the
springs are too soft can feel slow to react and
generally more tired due to more chassis roll. Going
too soft can make the car react out of character but
will soak up bumps better, will be less likely to
traction roll and will look after your tyres better in
hotter conditions. The cars direction change will be
slower and easier to control.

Front Springs
Harder
- Increase corner entry
- Decrease on power steering, mid to corner exit
- Less stable when braking
- Less front traction
- Less steering mid - exit of corner
- Your turn radius will be larger
- Car will drive faster
- Less overall grip
Softer
- Mid - exit of corner steering increases, on power
- Possibility of 'hooking' (if the spring is too soft)
- Understeer when braking
- Car will not carry as much speed
- Less responsive
- Increased off power steering
- More overall grip
- Smoother under braking

Rear Springs
Harder
- More steering on power, mid to corner exit
- Less intial turn
- Rear traction is reduced
- Improves initial acceleration
Softer
- Less steering on power, mid-corner exit
- Increased foreward traction grip
- Intial turn increases
- Overall grip increase and is smootherWith thanks to the supporters of my work...


